DOORDARSHAN KENDRA : BHUBANESWAR

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR – DT : 04.07.2020 (SATURDAY)
6.00 AM ARADHANA – NILADRI BIJE (BY – KIRANBALA RATH)
6.30 AM PALLISHREE – MAHU CHASARE GRAMINA ATMA NIJUKTI
7.00 AM JAGANNATH BHAJAN
7.30 AM DANCE DRAMA – KABI DINAKRUSHNA
8.00 AM REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE )
8.15 AM 1. VAISHNAV JAN TO, 2- DEVOTIONAL MUSIC
8.30 AM TIKE KATHA HEBA (EXPERT – MANMATH MISHRA)
9.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 AM PROG. FROM DDK, BPN : (TOPIC : JAGANNATH BHAJAN)
9.30 AM PROG. FROM DDK, SBP : (TOPIC : SIRI SAMALEI)
10.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
10.02 AM KISHALAYA – (TOPIC: 1- KUNI PRATIBHA,2- AAI GAPA)
10.30 AM JANA AJANA – QUIZ ON SCIENCE
11.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
11.02 AM PLAY – SAMNARE JAGANNATH
12.00 NOON GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
12.02 PM RELAY DD-INDIA
2.00 PM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
2.02 PM RAGA ANURAGA (EXPERT – SUBAS DAS)
3.00 PM MUKHYA SAMACHAR
3.02PM JAGANNATH BHAJAN
3.30 PM (LIVE) – NILADRI BIJE FROM PURI
7.00 PM SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM (LIVE) – NILADRI BIJE FROM PURI CONTINES…
9.02 PM JAGANNATH BHAJAN
10.00 PM RPT TELECAST OF NILADRI BIJE

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR DT : 05.07.2020 (SUNDAY)
6.00 AM ARADHANA – MANISHA JEEBANARE SRIMAD BHAGABATA
BY – BABA SATYANASA DASH
6.30 AM KRUSHI DARSHAN – MISHRITA CHASA
7.00 AM SEMANE SAMARTHA – NIRANJAN BEHERA
7.30 AM SAKALA RAGA
7.52 AM  VAISHNAV JAN TO …
8.00 AM  REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE)
8.15 AM  SP : FIT MANTRA (EP : 32/52)
8.30 AM  KATHA KATHARE – (EXPERT – PRIYABRATA BISWAL)
9.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 AM  PARIKRAMA
10.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
10.02 AM KISHALAYA – (TOPIC-1- KUNI PRATIBHA, 2- AAI GAPA)
10.30 AM  JANA AJANA – QUIZ ON SCIENCE
11.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
11.02 AM YUVALOKA (YOUTH PROG.) – YUVA PRATIVA
11.30 AM  FOLK MUSIC : PALLA (RAMA BANABASA)
12.00 NOON  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

12.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA
2.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
2.02 PM  SCIENCE PROG. (TOPIC – BIJULI O’ BAJRAPATA)
2.30 PM  CP : DIMIRI PHULA
3.00 PM  MUKHYA SAMACHAR
3.02PM  SWAYAM SIDDHA (EXPERT – BIJAYALAXMI KAR, AMBRINA ALLI)
4.00 PM  BADI PALLA – AHALYA UDHARA
5.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
5.02 PM  JHANKAR – SUGAM SANGEET (SINGER – SUDHAKAR MISHRA, NANDITA BHANJA, BISWANATH MISHRA, SANGITA MISHRA) (LIVE)–HOLY ARATI IN CONNECTION WITH AMARNATH
5.30 PM  JATRA-2020
   (IN DD-NATIONAL)
5.30 PM  PLAY – SHOSHA (IN DD-ODIA)
6.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
7.00 PM  SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM  SP : AMA LOKA KALA AMA SANSKRUTI (EP : 26/26)
8.00 PM  JAGARANA – ADIVASI CHITRAKALA RA PRASIKHYANA O’ EHARA BIPANANA
8.30 PM  DANCE DRAMA - NARI
9.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

9.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA

PROG. HIGHLIGHTS FOR DATE – 06.07.2020 (MONDAY)

6.00 AM  YATRA-2020
   (IN DD-NATIONAL)
6.00 AM  ARADHANA – KRUPAMAYA MAHAPRABHU (IN DD-ODIA)
   BY – RANJAN KUMAR MOHAPATRA
   PALLISHREE (TOPIC – ATMA NIRBHARA BHARATA
6.30 AM  KARYAKRAMARE
   KRUSHI PAIN PROTCHAHANA
7.00 AM  HELLO ODISHA (BREAKFAST SHOW)
          GUEST– PITAMBER TARAI (WRITER)
8.00 AM  REGIONAL NEWS (LIVE)
8.15 AM  1. VAISHNAV JAN TO, 2- DEVOTIONAL MUSIC
8.30 AM  CHHANDA DHARA
          PTS - RAMAHARI DAS, KESAB CH ROUT ,KIRTAN NARAYAN PADHI
9.00 AM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
9.02 AM  PROG. FROM DDK, BH.PATNA (TOPIC – BIKE AMBULANCE)
9.30 AM  PROG. FROM DDK, SAMBALPUR (TOPIC : SAMBALPURI NRUTYA)
10.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
10.02 AM SP : ITI CLASS ROOM (EP : 85)
10.30 AM SP : ITI CLASS ROOM (EP : 86)
11.00 AM GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
11.02 AM SP : EDUSAT (EP : 99)
12.00 NOON  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

12.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA

2.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
2.02 PM  SP : POLYTECHNIC CLASS ROOM (EP : 85)
2.30 PM  SP : POLYTECHNIC CLASS ROOM (EP : 86)
3.00 PM  MUKHYA SAMACHAR
3.02PM  AMA ROSEI – (TOPIC : 1- ALU MASALA PURI ,2.VEGETABLE CHUP)
3.30 PM  SP : EDUSAT (EP : 100)
4.30 PM  ODISHA DARSHAN (TOPIC : JAGULAI PITHA,JAGTSINGHPUR)
          (LIVE)–HOLY ARATI IN CONNECTION WITH AMARNATH
5.00 PM  JATRA-2020
          (IN DD-NATIONAL)
5.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES (IN DD-ODIA)
5.02 PM  SAHITYA SURABHI  (IN DD-ODIA)
          TOPIC : GANA MADHYAMA O SAHITYA
5.30 PM  AJIRA NARI –  (TOPIC – UDYOGA RE NARI)
6.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES
6.02 PM  JHANKAR – SUGAM SANGEET
          SINGER - NAZIA SAYED,ADYASHA DAS,PRITINANDA ROUTRAY
6.30 PM  HEALTH SHOW (TOPIC : BLOOD IN URINE)
7.00 PM  SAMACHAR (LIVE)
7.30 PM  CP : PANU MISHRE
8.00 PM  SHRAMA O’ SHRAMIKA KALYAN
8.30 PM  SP : ASHARA SURUJA (EP : 93/156)
9.00 PM  GRAPHICAL NEWS HEADLINES

9.02 PM  RELAY DD-INDIA